The role of morphological and syntactic information in non-native second language (L2) comprehension is controversial. Some have argued that late bilinguals rapidly integrate grammatical cues with other information sources during reading or listening in the same way as native speakers. Others claim that structural cues are underused in L2 processing. We examined different kinds of modifiers inside compounds (e.g. singulars vs. plurals, *rat eater vs. rats eater) with respect to this controversy which are subject to both structural and nonstructural constraints. Two offline and two online (eye-movement) experiments were performed examining the role of these constraints in spoken language comprehension of English and German, testing 77 advanced L2 learners. We also compared the L2 groups to corresponding groups of native speakers. Our results suggest that despite native-like sensitivity to the compounding constraints, late bilinguals rely more on non-structural constraints and are less able to revise their initial interpretations than L1 comprehenders.
Advances in science are often made by examining the fringes of common systems, or normal behaviour from unusual phenomena or paradoxes. A familiar example from research on sentence processing are structural ambiguities, sentences such as The horse raced past the barn fell, which -although not exactly common in English usage -have been extensively studied in numerous experiments and have served as test cases for theories of sentence comprehension; see Townsend and Bever (2001) for a review. A similar case from psycholinguistic research on morphology is the so-called plurals-in-compounds effect, the avoidance of regular plurals as modifiers within compounds in English; compare, for example, owl breeder vs. ox breeder which are both equally acceptable to owls breeder vs. oxen breeder where the former is considerably less acceptable than the latter. The plurals-in-compounds effect is one of the most widely studied phenomena in experimental research of morphology. Most previous studies have examined English (e.g. Alegre & Gordon, 1996; Berent & Pinker, 2007; Buck-Gengler, Menn & Healy, 2004; Clahsen & Almazan, 2001; Cunnings & Clahsen, 2007; Fiorentino, Bost, Abel & Zuccarelli, 2012; Gordon, 1985; Grodner, Gibson & Tunstall, 2002; Haskell, MacDonald & Seidenberg, 2003; Jaensch, Heyer, Gordon & Clahsen, 2014; Oetting & Rice, 1993; Ramscar & Dye, 2010; Silva, Gerth & Clahsen, 2013; van der Lely & Christian, 2000; Zukowski, 2005) . The plurals-in-compounds effect is the result of a number of general constraints on word-formation and inflectional processes, which can be found in many languages. Inflectional suffixes freely apply to the outputs of word-formation processes like derivation and compounding, whereas at least regularly inflected forms cannot be fed as easily into derivational processes and compounding (Greenberg, 1966) . The specific distribution of plurals inside compounds in English can be derived from two constraints, (i) a morphological one against outputs of regular inflectional processes appearing as non-heads in lexical compounds (e.g. Berent & Pinker, 2007) and (ii) a semantic constraint against compound-internal modifiers that specify multiple entities (Haskell et al., 2003) . German offers an interesting contrast to English in this domain. Like in English, -s plurals are banned from appearing inside compounds in German. Unlike in English, however, all other plural forms are as acceptable as singular modifiers inside compounds -despite being overtly suffixed with -e, -er, or -en (Clahsen, Marcus, Bartke & Wiese, 1996) . For example, Wörterliste 'words list' is as acceptable as the corresponding compound with a singular modifier (Wortliste 'word list'); Autosliste 'cars list' , however, with an -s plural non-head sounds much worse than Autoliste 'car list'. Hence, while the constraint against -s plural non-heads holds for both English and German, the constraint against non-heads with plural number semantics applies in English but not in German; see also Banga, Hanssen, Neijt & Schreuder (2013) for the relation between conceptual plurality and compound-internal plurals in Dutch and English. 1 In language acquisition and processing research, evidence from the pluralsin-compounds effect has played a crucial role in a number of broader theoretical 1. Note also that both German and English allow -s-infixes inside compounds; consider, for example, the well-formed compound Liebe-s-kummer 'love sickness' in which the -s-is not a regular plural affix as opposed to the ill-formed *Autosliste in which -s-is a regular plural. This contrast suggests that the -s plural constraint is neither phonological nor orthographic in nature.
controversies. The effect has, for example, been claimed to provide the 'bestdocumented example of a poverty-of-the-stimulus argument for innate grammatical knowledge' (Senghas, Kim, Pinker & Collins, 2005) . The argument is that three-year-old children are already sensitive to the ban against regular plurals inside compounds even though these contrasts are not available from adult speech. Several studies (following Gordon, 1985) have shown that young children as young as three (i.e. once they could be sensibly tested) allow irregular plurals inside compounds but consistently omit correct regular plurals from compounds. From a corpus search, Gordon (1985) also found that adults rarely use plurals inside compounds, neither regulars nor irregulars, indicating that knowledge about the selective ban of regular plurals in compounds is not available from a child's input. This argument is, however, controversial; see Ramscar and Dye (2010) for an attempt to demonstrate that the effect can be learned from patterns in a child's input and Jaensch et al. (2014) for a rebuttal and new evidence against Ramscar and Dye's account.
The plurals-in-compounds effect has also featured prominently in the controversy between symbolic rule-based versus associative models of language. Pinker (1999) argued that the almost categorical distinction between regular and irregular forms inside compounds supports theories that distinguish between rule-based (regular) inflection and associatively-based (irregular) inflection. This is consistent with linguistic accounts of the plurals-in-compounds effect such as Kiparsky's (1982) original idea that regular inflection is strictly ordered after other morphological processes so that regular inflectional affixes are prevented from appearing inside compounds as well as with the proposal (Aronoff, 1976; Di Sciullo & Williams, 1987; Borer, 1988 ) that lexical compounding joins stems stored in the lexicon and that since regular plurals are not listed in the lexicon, they cannot occur as part of this process. These accounts all make reference to distinct morphological representations for regular and irregular inflection. A contrasting view is represented by associative single-mechanism accounts (Haskell et al., 2003; Seidenberg, MacDonald & Haskell, 2007) , in which the distribution of modifiers inside compounds is thought to follow from the interplay of surfaceform and meaning-level patterns without invoking any kind of morphological (e.g. regular vs. irregular) distinctions; see Berent & Pinker (2007) and Cunnings & Clahsen (2007) for a critique of these accounts.
A third theoretical issue which experimental results on the compoundsinternal modifiers effect speak to concerns models of real-time language processing and the controversial question of how different information sources are used during language comprehension. While serial models (e.g. Levelt, Roelofs & Meyer, 1999; Spivey, Tanenhaus, Eberhard & Sedivy, 2002 ) posit a distinct initial stage of language comprehension that is only affected by structural (form-level) information, parallel models (e.g. Binder, Duffy & Rayner, 2001; Dell, Burger & Svec, 1997) assume that the language processor considers numerous sources of both structural and non-structural information in parallel at any given point in time. The plurals-in-compounds effect has provided evidence on this controversy. Cunnings and Clahsen (2007) found that violations of the morphological constraint (against -s plural non-heads inside compounds) affect early stages of reading in L1 English, whereas the semantic constraint (favouring singular nonheads) leads to increased reading times at later measures. These findings were argued to be in line with serial, grammar-first, models of language processing in which structural information guides initial parsing decisions.
Evidence from plurals inside compounds has also been used to examine incremental structure-building processes in language comprehension. One case is double-modifier compounds such as red rat(s) eater. If the non-head noun is singular, the compound is structurally ambiguous; a red rat eater can either be interpreted as a lexical compound ([red [rat eater]]), in which the colour adjective modifies the head noun or as a phrasal compound ([[red rat] eater]), where the adjective modifies the non-head noun and the colour of the head noun is left unspecified. In cases of ambiguity, the lexical compound interpretation is generally preferred (Wiese, 1996) . If, however, the non-head noun is a plural form, as in red rats eater, the otherwise unusual phrasal reading is favoured as it does not violate the constraint against regular plurals inside (lexical) compounds. Following Kiparsky (1982) , the noun (e.g. rat) is instead pluralized phrase-internally, yielding [red rats], which is then fed back as an NP-modifier into the compound. Silva et al. (2013) tested this contrast in an eye-movement-during-listening experiment with native (L1) English speakers, both children and adults, in which participants were presented with a visual display consisting of two pictures (one depicting the lexical compound interpretation, the other depicting the phrasal one) while listening to double-modifier compounds such as red rat(s) eater. The results showed that upon encountering a regular plural non-head, (i) participants moved their eyes towards the phrasal compound picture, and (ii) the preference for the lexical compound reading was significantly reduced in participants' ultimate interpretations of the compounds. These findings indicate that the morphological constraint (against -s plurals) affects how modifiers are structurally assigned inside compounds, with respect to both online processing and final interpretation. Similar findings have been reported from self-paced reading experiments for other kinds of attachments ambiguities involving pluralisation and compounding in L1 English (Grodner et al., 2002; Fiorentino et al., 2012) .
The plurals-in-compounds effect has also been tested in non-native second language (L2) learners (e.g. Lardiere, 1995a; Clahsen, 1995) . However, the number of studies is scarce, the results are mixed, and their interpretation controversial (see next section). Clearly more research is needed to properly assess non-native speakers' sensitivity to the constraints on compound-internal modifiers. To this end, the present study reports results from the most detailed comparative L1/L2 study of the plurals-in-compounds effect currently available. We examined both English and German as target languages in four experiments using both offline and online experimental techniques comparing groups of non-native, late learners who started to learn their L2 either at secondary school or as adults, in comparison to native speakers (L1) who learnt the same languages from birth.
Previous Studies on the Plurals-in-Compounds Effect in the L2
The two earliest L2 studies examined spoken language data from late learners of English (Lardiere, 1995a) and German (Clahsen, 1995) with respect to plurals in compounds, and came to opposite conclusions. While Clahsen (1995) argued that L2 learners are sensitive to the ban against regular plurals inside compounds in the same way as native speakers, Lardiere (1995a: 21) claimed that L2 learners 'flagrantly violate this restriction' producing regular plurals inside compounds. She noted, for example, that only 2 of her 15 Spanish learners consistently omitted -s plurals and maintained irregular plurals inside compounds and she concluded that the compounding constraint does not guide L2 learners.
More recent studies have added new evidence from different L2 learning contexts and a variety of experimental methods without, however, producing a coherent picture of whether or not L2 learners are sensitive to the compounding constraints. Murphy (2000) , using a written elicited production task with late learners of English (L1: French), found a clear demarcation between regular and irregular non-heads inside compounds with the former being significantly more often reduced inside compounds than the latter; this difference was, however, less pronounced than in the L1 control group. García Mayo (2006) , also using an elicited production experiment, found that while her L1 control group consistently avoided -s plurals inside compounds, this was not the case for her non-native learners, suggesting that late learners are insensitive to the compounding constraints. Murphy and Hayes (2010) examined groups of Chinese late learners in comparison to L1 English speakers in a lexical decision task on compounds such as cats/mice feeder with preceding context sentences some of which meant to bias participants to interpret the word cats as a possessor (cat's feeder). For both the L1 and the L2 group, Murphy and Hayes (2010: Table 3 , p. 210) obtained longer response times for irregular than for regular non-heads. In addition, the 'possessive' context condition yielded shorter response times, albeit only in the L1 group. It is not clear how to interpret these findings, especially because the stimuli were all presented without the apostrophe, which means that in the possessor condition the visual stimuli (cats feeder) mismatched with the interpretation suggested by the context.
The question of whether (late) bilinguals are influenced by the compounding constraints remains unresolved. Furthermore, L2 studies examining the time course of processing are to our knowledge not yet available.
The Present Study
The purpose of the four experiments reported below was to examine the compounding constraints of English and German in spoken language comprehension, focusing on the question of whether adult non-native speakers are sensitive to these constraints in the same way as native speakers and how these constraints are employed during online language processing. While the role of the morphological constraint (against regular plural non-heads inside compounds) was tested for both English and German, effects of the semantic constraint (against plural non-heads) were only examined for English. To assess the role of the L1 on L2 performance in this domain, we investigated two different L1/L2 pairings, firstly L2 speakers of English with German as L1, and secondly, L2 speakers of German with a Slavic language as L1. Note that while both English and German are subject to the -s plural constraint, this is not the case for Slavic languages. Hence, by comparing these two L1/L2 pairings, we can examine whether familiarity with the -s plural constraint from the L1 has an effect on L2 performance in this domain.
The two experiments on English (Experiments 1 and 3) were performed with 44 advanced adult learners of English with German as L1. The L1 English control data for these two experiments come from a group of 32 adult native speakers of British English (mean age: 26; range: 18-62) taken from two earlier studies (Jaensch et al., 2014; Silva et al., 2013) . The two experiments on German (Experiments 2 and 4) were performed with 33 advanced adult L2 learners of German from Slavic L1 language backgrounds as well as with a control group of 33 adult L1 speakers of (Northern) German (mean age: 25; range 18-37). Table 1 provides further information about the L2 participants of Experiments 1 to 4.
The L2 participants as well as the German L1 participants were tested at the Potsdam Research Institute for Multilingualism and received course credit or 8€ for taking part in the study. All L2 participants were late learners of English or German, all L1 participants learnt English or German from birth. To ensure that the L2 learners were all 'advanced' speakers of their non-native language, the English learners completed the listening part of the Oxford Placement Test (Allan, 2004) and the German ones the Goethe Institute Placement Test (http:// www.goethe.de/cgi-bin/einstufungstest/einstufungstest.pl). The L2 part icipants, both the English and the German ones, reached scores of above 85%; see Table 1 . In the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), this score corresponds to the C1 (so-called 'advanced') level. All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (including no colourblindness), no hearing disorders and were naïve with respect to the purpose of the experiment. The two experiments on English were performed with the same participants, likewise the two experiments on German. For both languages, the eye-movement experiments were conducted first followed by the acceptability judgment tasks.
Study 1: Acceptability Judgments
In this section, we report results from two experiments, Experiment 1 on English and Experiment 2 on German, comparing the offline acceptability of compounds with regular plural non-heads to those with the corresponding singular forms as well as with non-heads that in terms of their surface forms are similar to regular plurals. The main question we will examine in these two experiments is whether L2 learners are (in)sensitive to the morphological constraint against rule-based regular plural non-heads and whether or not their performance in this domain is due to the surface-form generalization against non-heads ending in the sibilants /s/ or /z/ (e.g. Haskell et al., 2003) . These authors observed that non-heads are typically singular and that therefore non-heads that end in /s/ or /z/, which have the surface form of a regular plural, sound unusual and unnatural and are consequently rated lower than non-heads with other non-sibilant codas. In addition, Experiment 1 will address the question of whether L2 learners (of English) show an overall preference for singular forms over plural forms inside compounds, regardless of whether they are (in)sensitive to the morphological constraint against regular plurals in this context. If they show an overall preference for compounds with singular non-heads, then this would indicate sensitivity to the semantic constraint relating to the generic function of singular forms inside compounds. The task employed here elicits continuous graded responses to degrees of linguistic acceptability, a technique that has been found to be susceptible to the subtle aspects of grammatical intuitions that could be influenced by multiple competing sources (Ambridge, Pine, Rowland & Young, 2008) . The procedure was parallel for Experiments 1 and 2; see also Jaensch et al. (2014) . Participants were presented with pictures on a computer screen while listening to auditory stimuli over headphones; see Appendix A for example pictures. They were asked to indicate on a 5-point rating scale, with 2 degrees of unacceptability (frowning faces), a mid-point (neutral face), and 2 degrees of acceptable ratings (smiling faces) the acceptability of the items they would see and hear, e.g.
(1) for Experiment 1 and (2) for Experiment 2:
(1) a. This is a monster that likes to bite boys. Mia calls it a boys biter.
How does boys biter sound to you? b. This is a monster that likes to cut roses. Mia calls it a rose cutter.
How does rose cutter sound to you? (2) Participants were seated in a quiet room with headphones on in front of a computer screen. The experiments were presented using MS-PowerPoint. Participants indicated their responses on the rating scale, while the experimenter wrote down their responses. Participants were informed that the materials were originally designed for an experiment with children. The experiment started with five practice items of varying degrees of acceptability. Since the English experiment included an additional condition (i.e., compounds with irregular plural nonheads), it took longer than the German one. To avoid fatigue, the (Oxford) placement test was therefore administered after participants had rated half of the items 2. Note that the s in Fuchs and Fuchsjäger does not represent a plural form; instead, the plural of Fuchs is Füchse.
of Experiment 1; the second half of Experiment 1 was completed thereafter. For the German experiments, the L2 participants were asked to perform the (Goethe) placement test after the main experiments. Experiment 1 and 2 were completed in approximately 15 to 20 minutes by the L1 participants and about 30 to 45 minutes (including the placement tests) by the L2 groups.
Materials
The materials for Experiment 1 were taken from Jaensch et al. (2014) . There were two sets of experimental items. Item set 1 manipulated the morphological properties of compound non-heads. Eight nouns with irregular plural inflections were matched in terms of frequency and length with eight semantically similar nouns with regular plural inflections (e.g. man/men vs. boy/boys, foot/feet vs. hand/hands). These eight pairings were combined with two deverbal head nouns (e.g. man(men)/boy(s) biter and man(men)/boy(s) chaser), resulting in a total of 16 items for each plural condition plus the corresponding 32 compounds with singular non-heads. In the second item set, which contained only singular nonheads, the surface-form properties of the non-heads were manipulated. Eight singular nouns with sibilant-final codas, thus resembling the surface form of regular plurals, were matched with eight singular nouns that do not resemble regular plurals (e.g. rose and tree). Again, these nouns appeared with 2 deverbal head nouns (e.g. rose/tree cutter and rose/tree counter) yielding a total of 16 items for the second item set. The materials for Experiment 2 also consisted of item sets 1 and 2. For item set 1, there were eight nouns which form the plural with -s, each in their singular and their plural form used as non-heads of compounds headed by two different deverbal nouns, which were depictable as monsters completing some action upon the non-head noun. These materials were selected from a pretest with 16 adult L1 speakers of German (mean age 32;0, SD = 8.8) which contained 80 compounds, 40 with plural non-heads and 40 with the corresponding singular forms presented as part of sentences (e.g. Seit gestern gibt es einen neuen Lokverkäufer/Loksverkäufer im Spielzeugladen ' As of yesterday, there has been a new locomotive/locomotives seller in the toy store'). The 80 sentences of the pretest were distributed over two presentation lists such that participants saw one of the 80 compounds either with a singular or a plural non-head. Participants were asked to rate the acceptability of the compounds on a scale from 1 (= very good) to 7 (= very bad). For item set 1 of Experiment 2, we selected eight nouns that showed maximal acceptability contrasts as non-head elements, with singulars rated as highly acceptable and plurals as unacceptable inside compounds; see Appendix B. Item set 2 contained eight singular nouns with /s/-final codas, thus resembling the surface form of -s plurals. These were matched with eight singular nouns whose codas did not contain a final /s/. Again, these nouns appeared with two deverbal -er agentive head nouns. All non-heads were matched as closely as possible with respect to length, both in terms of number of syllables, phonemes and mean durations (in milliseconds), as well as in frequency, the latter based on counts from the dlex database, which consists of 100 million word tokens taken from written texts of 20th century German (Heister, Würzner et al., 2011) ; see Appendix C. Paired-samples t-tests revealed no differences between plural and singular non-heads in item set 1 with respect to frequency, number of phonemes and syllables (all p > .1) − but due to the plural affix − durations for plural non-heads were longer than singular ones (558 ms vs. 647 ms, t = 4.7, p < .05). For item set 2, there were no significant differences between items with -s final and other codas for any of the matched variables (all p > .1).
For both Experiments 1 and 2, the experimental items of both item sets 1 and 2 were distributed across four lists to ensure that each participant was only presented with one of the critical non-heads in combination with a particular head noun (e.g. boy chaser and men biter in one list). In Experiment 1, each list contained 24 critical trials (16 trials for set 1 and 8 trials for set 2) and 24 filler trials; in Experiment 2, there were 16 critical trials and 16 filler trials. The filler items were deverbal compounds but did not contain any plural non-heads and were constructed to elicit a range of acceptability ratings. The experimental items were pseudo-randomized with the fillers, such that no two experimental items in the same condition appeared consecutively.
Data Coding and Analysis
One participant was unwilling to complete Experiment 2. Two further participants had low overall accuracy rates in Experiment 4 and another one low accuracy rates on the filler items of Experiment 4. These four participants were removed for Experiment 2. No further data points were excluded, either for Experiment 1 or for Experiment 2. The data were z-transformed for the analysis. Linear mixed-effects models (LME; Baayen, Davidson & Bates, 2008) were fit using 'R' , (R Development Core Team, 2012; Bates & Sarkar, 2007) . The structure of the models reflected the factorial structure of our experiment, using the same structure for the by-participant and by-item random effects. We always started with the maximal random-effects structure and removed factors from the random structure successively. Based on log-likelihood comparison, the model that best fit the data was determined at the .05 level. While in Experiment 2, the factor 'Condition' had two levels (-s plural, singular) for item set 1, this factor was examined in two ways in Experiment 1, firstly by comparing ratings for compounds containing irregular versus regular plural non-heads ('Condition (Reg vs. Irr)'), and secondly by comparing ratings for compounds with singular versus plural non-heads ('Condition (Sing vs. Plur)'). The latter specifically examines the potential preference of singular (as opposed to plural) modifiers in English compounds. For item set 2, the factor 'Condition' compared compounds containing non-heads with sibilant-final codas to those with other codas, in both Experiments 1 and 2. For each Experiment, we first ran models on the L1 and the L2 data, including the factor 'Group' . If there were interactions with 'Group' , these were further explored in separate analyses.
Results
Experiment 1: Acceptability scores for plurals in English compounds. Table 2 presents mean acceptability ratings and standard deviations for the English experiment, and Table 3 the results of the statistical analyses. For item set 1, both the L2 learners and the L1 controls rated regular plural non-heads as least acceptable inside compounds. Furthermore, while the L1 group rated singulars as more acceptable non-heads than irregular plural ones, the L2 group rated both these non-heads as equally acceptable. For item set 2, the L2 learners performed nativelike, with sibilant-final codas and those with other codas getting high acceptability ratings. The overall mixed-effects model (see Table 3a ) yielded significant main effects for Group, Condition (Reg vs. Irr) and Condition (Sing vs. Plur) as well as a significant interaction between Condition (Sing vs. Plur) and Group. The main effect of Group reflects the fact that L2 learners tended to give higher ratings than the L1 group overall. There was also a main effect of Condition (Reg vs. Irr), which was not modulated by Group, indicating that both L1 and L2 participants rated compounds with irregular plural non-heads as more acceptable than those with regular plural ones (L2: Cohen's d = 0.63, L1: Cohen's d = 0.66). There was also a main effect of Condition (Sing vs. Plur), due to singular non-heads being rated higher than both plural types taken together. This effect was modulated by Group, due to a smaller difference between singular and irregular plural non-heads in the L2 than the L1 group. Separate models for the L1 and L2 groups (see Table 3b , 3c) yielded parallel results, significant main effects of Condition (Reg vs. Irr) and Condition (Sing vs. Plur) confirming that both participant groups dispreferred regular plural non-heads and preferred singular over plural non-heads within compounds. With respect to item set 2, Table 3d shows that there were no significant main effects but a significant interaction of Condition and Group, reflecting the fact that the L1 group rated non-heads with sibilant-final codas slightly, though not significantly, better than those with other codas, while for the L2 group there was no difference between these two types of non-heads (t < 1).
Experiment 2: Acceptability scores for plurals in German compounds. The results on the German data both from the L1 controls and the L2 participants are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . The rating patterns are parallel for both participant groups. While both conditions of item set 2 (compounds with non-head nouns ending in a (non-plural) /s/ segment and non-heads with other codas) received high acceptability ratings, the two conditions of item set 1 yielded different ratings, with compounds containing -s plural non-heads being rated worse than those with singular non-heads. The results of the overall mixed-effects models confirm these observations. For item set 2, there were no significant main effects or interactions (all ts < 2). For item set 1, however, the overall model revealed a main effect of Condition, a main effect of Group and a Group-by-Condition interaction (Table 5a ). Separate models for the two participant groups confirmed that both the L2 and the L1 participants (Tables 5b, 5c ) rated compounds with -s plural non-heads significantly worse than compounds with singular non-heads. The interaction obtained in the overall model reflects the fact that the contrast between these two non-head types is considerably larger in the L1 than the L2 group.
Discussion
The main finding from the two experiments was that the constraint against regular plurals inside lexical compounds yielded reduced acceptability ratings for such compounds relative to those with singular non-heads in both English and German. Furthermore, the results from item set 2 showed that compounds with /s/ or /z/ final (non-plural) modifiers (e.g. fox, rose, Globus 'globe' , Zirkus 'circus') were rated as highly acceptable, even though their surface forms resemble those of regular plurals. This finding shows that L1 and L2 speakers' dislike for regular plurals as non-heads cannot be attributed to the surface form of -s plurals, contrary to what Ramscar and Dye (2010) , Haskell et al. (2003) and Seidenberg et al. (2007) proposed. We also observed that the acceptability contrasts between the different non-head types were less pronounced in the L2 than in the L1 group, an often reported difference possibly due to a greater reluctance in rejecting or disallowing a given item in a non-native (compared to one's native) language. Furthermore, an unexpected L1/L2 difference was that in Experiment 1 the L2 participants rated compounds with irregular plural modifiers as acceptable as those with singular forms inside compounds. A possible reason for that could be a kind of form-priming effect (Ramscar & Dye, 2010) . Recall that in our experiment, participants were confronted with a plural form of a noun (e.g. boys or men) as a potential compound modifier in the introductory sentences (e.g. (1a) …likes to bite boys…). This recent presentation of a candidate modifier form could have biased participants to maintain the presented noun form inside the compound, whenever possible. This form-priming effect could be the reason as to why compounds with (grammatically permissible) irregular plural non-heads received relatively high ratings. On the other hand, however, compounds with regular plural modifiers yielded reduced scores, even though they were primed in the same way as irregular plurals. Hence, the observed regular/irregular contrast does indeed strengthen the case for L1 and L2 speakers' sensitivity to the morphological constraint against compound-internal -s plurals.
Study 2: Eye-Movements During Listening
While the results from Study 1 clearly demonstrate that late bilinguals are sensitive to the compounding constraints in an offline task, we need to determine whether this also holds for online L2 processing. As there are no previous online studies on plurals inside compounds in the L2, it is not clear what to expect. One possibility would be that online processing, at least in highly proficient late bilinguals, is native-like, in which case we would expect the compounding constraints to affect L2 and L1 processing in parallel ways. Alternatively, it has been proposed that the L2 comprehension system employs real-time grammatical analysis less efficiently than the L1 system (Clahsen & Felser, 2006a , 2006b . From this perspective, we would expect to find reduced sensitivity to the compounding constraints in an online task, specifically with respect to the morphological constraint against compound-internal -s plurals. We used the visual world paradigm which presents participants with a visual display while they are listening to experimentally manipulated sentences in order to examine how the compounding constraints affect online processing. This paradigm has been used to examine the time course of processing for a number of linguistic phenomena (Fernald, Zangl, Portillo & Marchman, 2008; Trueswell, 2008) . The dependent measure in this type of experiment is changes in participants' gaze to the visual displays as the critical auditory stimulus unfolds. We investigated double-modifier compounds such as red rat(s) eater. If the non-head noun is singular, the compound is structurally ambiguous. If the non-head noun is plural, the compound should be given a phrasal interpretation, because otherwise the constraint against regular plurals inside (lexical) compounds would be violated. Previous studies have shown that L1 speakers are indeed affected by this contrast, in both their online processing and their ultimate interpretations. The current experiment investigates the (as yet unanswered) question of whether this also applies to L2 learners.
Materials
While the materials for Experiment 3 (on English) were taken from Silva et al. (2013) , we created new, parallel materials for Experiment 4 (on German). For both experiments, visual and auditory stimuli were presented to participants. The visual materials were professionally made line drawings such as the ones shown in Appendix D from Experiment 4. The two pictures were mirror images with reversed colours, with one of them depicting the phrasal and the other the lexical compound interpretation.
The critical auditory materials for Experiments 3 and 4 used the pairings of non-head and head nouns of item set 1 from Experiments 1 and 2, now combined with a colour adjective, e.g. blue girl kisser. While for Experiment 3 these pairings were identical to those of item set 1 of Experiment 1, for Experiment 4 we added two non-head items (Vespa 'scooter' , Harley 'Harley(Davidson)') to increase the overall number of data points. Hence there were 10 non-head nouns in Experiment 4 which form the plural with -s, presented half of the time in the singular and half of the time in the plural form, each paired with two different de-verbal head nouns. The critical compounds were embedded in sentence frames, all of which were the same for all items, e.g. for the picture pair shown in Appendix D: Hier sind grüne Pepperoni(s)fresser. Zeige: grüne Pepperoni(s)fresser 'Here are green pepperoni(s) eaters. Point to: green pepperoni(s) eater. Note that the non-head nouns of the critical compounds were all of feminine gender, which ensured that the inflectional suffix -e on the adjective (e.g. grün-e) can be constructed with either the non-head or the head noun. Furthermore, deverbal -er nominals in German have zero plurals, which means the head nouns do not contain any overt plural markers. For both Experiments 3 and 4, the sentences containing the critical compounds were distributed over four lists so that each non-head appeared only once for each participant. In Experiment 3, each list contained 16 critical trials, and in Experiment 4 there were 10 critical trials in each of the four lists.
Filler items were also designed to represent a range of complex noun phrases with modifier ambiguities. There were 32 filler items in Experiment 3; see Silva et al. (2013: 461) for details. For Experiment 4, there were three types of filler items, eight of each type. The filler items were presented in the same sentence frames as the critical items. The first set comprised compounds with complex adjectival non-heads (e.g. rote gebäudeumarmende Monster 'red building hugging monsters'), half of which were ambiguous with respect to the colours used in the picture, whereas for the other half only one of the two pictures depicted the correct colour. In the latter, the colour adjective in the second sentence (Zeige: …) was different from the one in the first sentence, to make sure that participants listened until the end of the second sentence and to discourage them from responding before they heard the second sentence. The second set of filler items for Experiment 4 contained global attachment ambiguities (e.g. die Katze und der Hund in der Badewanne 'the cat and the dog in the bathtub'), and the third one compounds with mass noun non-heads (e.g. grüne Möbelverkäufer 'green furniture sellers').
The auditory materials were spoken by a native British English speaker for Experiment 3 and a native speaker of German for Experiment 4, both of whom did not help with collecting the data. In order to avoid interpretation biases based on intonation, splicing was applied to the non-head elements, which were recorded individually and inserted separately into the sentence frames. The duration of the pauses between the adjectives, non-head and head nouns was also kept the same across conditions.
For both experiments, the four lists of experimental items were combined with the filler items. The order of each list was pseudo-randomized, such that each list did not contain more than two experimental items in a row, and no two consecutive items had the same head noun or the same colour adjective.
Procedures, Data Coding and Analyses
We used a remote eye-tracking device (SMI's RED 250 system, iViewX v.2.7) with a sample rate of 60 Hz to record participants' eye-movements while they were listening to the auditory stimuli. The tracking device was placed below a 22″ monitor, which was approximately 80 cm from participants' eyes. Participants were seated comfortably in front of the monitor and were first asked to silently read the instructions for the experiment. If they had any questions, the experimenter answered them. Participants were informed that they would view a series of pictures with unusual characters in an imaginary world and that their task was to point with their arms either to the left or to the right of the monitor in order to indicate which picture was best described by the auditory stimulus, after hearing the second sentence. Participants were explicitly told to listen to both sentences before making a pointing decision, because in some cases the second sentence might refer to a different picture than the first one. The experimenter noted down participants' responses. Participants were also asked to move only their eyes and keep their head as still as possible during the eye-movement experiment. The eye-tracker was calibrated using a nine-point calibration procedure by having the participants follow a visual stimulus around the screen with their eyes. Thereafter participants were familiarized with the procedure of the experiment by seeing six practice items in Experiment 3, and four practice items in Experiment 4.
Before analysing the eye-movement data, one L1 and two L2 participants of Experiment 4 had to be removed from any further analysis, two due to tracker loss and the other due to lack of attention indicated by an overall accuracy rate of less than 50% on the filler trials. The remaining data from Experiments 3 and 4 were imported into BeGaze (SMI) and areas of interest were defined, i.e. the left and the right picture of each visual display corresponding to either a lexical or a phrasal interpretation of the compound. Only fixations were included in the analysis, off-screen looks and blinks (3.42% of the total dataset of Experiment 3, 2.2% in Experiment 4) were excluded. For statistical analyses, logistic mixedeffects models were computed, following the procedure in Experiments 1 and 2. Eye-tracking samples were time-locked to the onset of the head noun of the compound. To allow for direct comparisons with the L1 English data we used the same time window as in Silva et al. (2013) for the statistical analysis of Experiment 3, namely 0 to 1,500 ms starting 100 ms after the onset of the head noun in the first sentence. Visual inspection revealed that between-condition differences in the German experiment were confined to a slightly smaller time window of 0 to 1,200 ms, which was chosen for the analysis of both the L1 and the L2 data, again starting 100 ms after the onset of the head noun in the first sentence, e.g. -fresser in Hier sind grüne Pepperonifresser. In these time windows, participants heard the head noun and part of the 1,500 ms long pause between the two sentences of each auditory trial. Statistical analyses were carried out on the raw data. Fixations on the picture showing the phrasal interpretation of the compound were coded as '1' while fixations on the other picture (lexical compound interpretation) were coded as '0' by the software for each of the 17 ms frames. The binary dependent variable in the statistical models encoded which of the two pictures the participant fixated. As fixed factors we used 'Condition' , 'Group (L1 vs. L2)' and 'Time' , both first and second order polynomial time (Linear, Quadratic); see Mirman, Dixon, and Magnuson (2008) , Trueswell and Papafragou (2010) . While the latter two factors were identical in both experiments, the fixed factor 'Condition' had two levels in Experiment 4 (Singular, Regular Plural) and an additional third level in Experiment 3 (Singular, Regular Plural, Irregular Plural), to examine differences between regular and irregular plural non-heads in English. For Experiment 3, we therefore performed two separate comparisons of the proportions of fixations on the picture depicting the phrasal compound interpretation, firstly after hearing regular plural non-heads relative to those with irregular plural non-heads ('Condition (Reg vs. Irr)'), and secondly after hearing plural non-heads (regular and irregular ones combined) relative to those with singular non-heads ('Condition (Sing vs. Plur)'). In this way, we can assess the role of the -s plural constraint separately from the general preference for singular modifiers inside compounds compared to plural modifiers in English. Since for German this latter preference does not apply, the fixed factor 'Condition' does not need to be split up in the analysis of the data from Experiment 4. All other statistical procedures were parallel to Experiments 1 and 2.
Results
For both experiments, we will first illustrate the online eye-movement data in the form of descriptive graphs followed by between-group statistical analyses and -if appropriate -by separate within-group analyses. We will then report participants' final interpretations of the compound as indicated by their pointing responses after the second stimulus sentence. Figure 1 show changes of looks to one of the two pictures over time for the different types of non-heads (regular plural, irregular plural, or singular). Figures 1a and 1c compare compounds with regular and irregular plural nonheads, Figures 1b and 1d compounds with plural (regular and irregular ones combined) versus singular non-heads. The x-axis presents the time in milliseconds for 1,500 ms, starting 100 ms after the onset of the head noun. The y-axis shows mean proportions of participants' looks to the picture depicting the phrasal compound interpretation, i.e. the number of 17-ms time frames in which participants fixated the latter picture as a proportion of the total number of time frames with fixations on one of the two pictures. Figure 1 presents the eye-movement data and Table 6 the results of the statistical analyses. Figure 1a and 1b illustrate the serial eye-gaze pattern in the L1 group reported by Silva et al. (2013) , in which regular plural non-heads (relative to irregular ones) elicited an early increase of looks to the phrasal compound picture from 200 ms onwards, followed by a later increase for plural (relative to singular) non-heads starting at around 700 ms and peaking at 1,000 ms post head noun onset. By contrast, the L2 eye-movement data display parallel increases of looks to the picture depicting the phrasal compound interpretation for compounds with regular relative to irregular non-heads ( Figure 1c ) and for compounds with plural relative to singular non-heads (Figure 1d ) from approximately 200 ms onwards until about 500 ms after the onset of the head noun. These observations were confirmed statistically, with the results from the best model fit to the L1 and L2 data sets shown in Table 6. Table 6a shows significant interactions between Time (both Linear and Quadratic), Group and Condition (Sing vs. Plur), which indicate differences between the L1 and the L2 groups with respect to changes of looks for compounds with plural non-heads relative to singular ones. There were also interactions of Time (both Linear and Quadratic) and Group, but these were not modulated by Condition. There were no other reliable main effects or interactions.
Experiment 3: Eye-movements during listening in English compounds. The two graphs in
To further examine these interactions, separate models were fitted to the data from the two participant groups. Tables 6b and 6c show that for the fixed factor Condition (Reg vs. Irr) there was a main effect in the L1 group and a significant interaction with Linear Time in the L2 group. These effects reflect increases in the number of fixations on the picture depicting the phrasal interpretation for compounds with regular (relative to irregular) non-heads. While these increases were seen over the whole time window in the L1 group, the increase in fixations to the phrasal compound picture for the L2 group were only found between 200 ms and 500 ms, without any further increase thereafter. For the fixed factor Condition (Sing vs. Plur), Tables 6b and 6c show reliable  interactions Silva et al. (2013: 464) in the L2 data, confirming that the eye-gaze patterns exhibited changes of looks over time for compounds with plural (relative to singular) non-heads in both participant groups. In the L1 data, head nouns of compounds with plural nonheads yielded a linear late increase of looks (from 700 ms to 1,000 ms) to the phrasal interpretation whereas for compounds with singular non-heads there was no such increase. In the L2 data, there were no linear changes of looks but instead an initial increase peaking at 650 ms, followed by a slight decrease and another increase from 900 ms to 1,200 ms. Consider next the pointing data, which provide insight into participants' ultimate interpretations of the different types of compound. Following Silva et al. (2013: 463) , we analysed these data using mixed-effects models. Here we also found differences between the native and the non-native group, with significantly less choices of the phrasal compound picture (averaged across the three non-head types) in the L2 than in the L1 group (means: L1: 50.09%, L2: 21.82%, main effect of Group: t = 4.39). Furthermore, while for the L1 group there were significantly more phrasal compound picture choices for compounds with plural non-heads than for those with singular non-heads (plurals: 54.3% vs. singulars: 45.9%, main effect of Condition (Sing vs. Plur): t = 2.39), there was no such reliable contrast in the L2 group (23.8% vs. 19.8%, no main effect of Condition (Sing vs. Plur): t = 1.56). These results indicate that plural non-heads significantly reduced the normally preferred lexical compound interpretations, albeit only in the L1 group. This contrast is also visible from the eye-movement data. As can be seen from Figures 1c and 1d , the L2 participants looked more often to the picture depicting the lexical compound interpretation throughout the entire time window. The L1 control group, by contrast, looked more to the phrasal compound picture from approximately 700 ms onwards for compounds with plural non-heads; see Figure 1b . Figures 2a  and 2b show changes of looks to one of the two pictures over time for the two types of non-heads (-s plural, singular) in the two participant groups, Figure 2a for L1 German and Figure 2b for L2 German. The x-axis presents the time in milliseconds for 1,200 ms starting 100 ms after the onset of the head noun. During this time participants were listening to the head noun of the compound in the first sentence plus the following pause between the two sentences. The y-axis shows mean proportions of participants' looks to the picture depicting the phrasal compound interpretation. The results of the statistical analysis are shown in Table 7 . Figures 2a and 2b indicate similar changes of looks for the two participant groups, an increase of looks to the picture depicting the phrasal compound interpretation between 700 ms and 900 ms for compounds with -s plural (relative to those with singular) non-heads. This is confirmed by the statistical analysis which revealed a significant main effect of Condition that was modulated by both Linear and Quadratic Time. Importantly there were no reliable main effects or interactions with Group, obviating the need for any subsequent within-group analyses. Instead, the results clearly show that the L2 learners' eye-gaze patterns were parallel to those of the native speakers, indicating sensitivity to the morphological constraint. Finally, we analysed the pointing data (using t-tests), which indicate whether participants interpreted the compound as a phrasal or a lexical one. Here we find differences between the two participant groups. While for the L1 group there were significantly more phrasal compound picture choices for compounds with plural non-heads than for those with singular non-heads (plurals: 37.6% vs. singulars: 11.9%, t(32) = 4.89, p < .001), this was not the case for the L2 group who went for the phrasal compound picture in 20% of their responses in both the plural and the singular condition (t < 1). Instead, the L2 participants preferred the lexical compound interpretation irrespective of whether the compound contained a singular or plural non-head. For the L1 participants, however, the presence of a compound-internal -s plural significantly reduced their otherwise strong preference for lexical compound interpretations. A similar contrast can be seen from Figures 2a and 2b . From approximately 700 ms onwards throughout the remaining time window, the L1 group showed a preference for the phrasal compound interpretation for compounds with plural relative to those with singular non-heads; see Figure 2a . In the L2 group, this preference was more short-lived and considerably reduced towards the end of the 1,200 ms time window. Furthermore, there were fewer looks overall to the picture depicting the phrasal compound interpretation in the L2 than in the L1 group.
Experiment 4: Eye-movements during listening in German compounds.

General Discussion
The purpose of this study was a detailed examination of the plurals-in-compounds effect in non-native compared to native language performance using different experimental techniques and testing different languages. The findings of the four experiments indicate that L1 and L2 processing differs in subtle rather than broad or obvious ways, and can be summarised in three points. Firstly, all participant groups, native and non-native comprehenders, were found to be sensitive to the constraint against regular -s plurals inside lexical compounds, in the two languages under study (English, German) and in both their offline acceptability judgments (Experiments 1 and 2) and their online (spoken) language comprehension (Experiments 3 and 4). Secondly, L1/L2 differences were found with respect to the temporal sequencing of the constraints. Experiment 3 showed that while the morphological compounding constraint applies before the semantic one in L1 processing, L2 performance is affected by the two constraints in parallel. Thirdly, L1/L2 differences were also found with respect to participants' ultimate interpretations of structurally ambiguous compounds such as those tested in Experiments 3 and 4. The results showed that L2 learners maintained their preferred (lexical) compound interpretation irrespective of the type of non-head, unlike the L1 comprehenders who adapted their interpretation depending on the type of non-head.
In the following, these results will be discussed in the light of previous findings focusing on the nature and the time course of the compounding constraints in the L2.
Are Late Learners Sensitive to the Compounding Constraints?
A number of researchers observed that L2 learners sometimes produce compounds with regular plural non-heads and concluded that therefore the constraint against compound-internal -s plurals cannot be operative in L2 learners (e.g. Lardiere, 1995a; 1995b; García Mayo, 2006) . This contrasts with the results of the four experiments reported here and our conclusion that late learners are indeed sensitive to the compounding constraints. Controversial in this case are not the empirical findings, but how they are interpreted. Lardiere (1995a) reported that her L2 participants did not consistently, i.e. in more than 75% of trials, omit regular plurals from inside compounds and instead sometimes produced -s plurals inside compounds. Lardiere (1995b: 268) pointed out that for the constraint to hold it is expected to yield 'close to 100%' of -s plural omissions inside compounds. In our view, this requirement is unfounded. Lardiere's (1995a) 75% of 'consistency' is essentially arbitrary. Language performance is influenced by many factors, not just by grammatical constraints. It is therefore conceivable that performance data occasionally appear to violate linguistic constraints, perhaps because in an elicited production experiment a plural stimulus was repeated unanalysed in a compound or because the produced form was meant to be a phrasal compound (for which the constraint does not hold). Note also that Lardiere's (1995b) 'close to 100%' requirement fails to hold not only for L2 learners, but also for the English language, for example, in well-known cases such as parks commissioner or buildings inspector (Selkirk, 1982; Wiese, 1996) . A more sensible approach than positing arbitrary success criteria of this kind is to compare the critical condition (in this case, -s plural non-heads) to control conditions (e.g. singular or irregular plural non-heads). Marcus (1995) applied this method to Lardiere's (1995a) data and found that -s plurals were indeed significantly more often reduced compound-internally than irregulars. As noted by Murphy and Hayes (2010: 214) , this contrast has been confirmed by follow-up studies with L2 learners which have 'consistently shown a tendency to exclude regulars from compounds' . This is the case not only for advanced L2 learners, but also -as reported by Clahsen (1995) -for less proficient ones.
Note also that sensitivity to the morphological constraint in the L2 does not seem to be dependent on L1 background. We examined two different L1/L2 pairings, one with closely related languages (L1 German, L2 English) and another with typologically different languages (L1 Slavic, L2 German). While in the first pairing the -s plural constraint of the L2 is also available from the participants' L1, this is not the case for the second pairing. In both language pairings, however, participants were found to be equally sensitive to the -s plural constraint in the L2. Taken together, these results indicate that the constraint affects L2 learners' performance irrespective of their L1 background.
The Nature of the -s Plural Constraint in the L2: Morphology or Surface Form?
Recall that the nature of the dispreference of -s plural non-heads in compounds is controversial. While, following Kiparsky (1982) , the dispreference has commonly been attributed to a morphological constraint (against regular inflection inside compounds), several researchers have argued that it reflects conventionalized patterns of the surface forms of compound-internal modifiers (Ramscar & Dye, 2010; Haskell et al., 2003; Seidenberg et al., 2007) . According to these authors, non-heads that end in /s/ or /z/ (due to their surface similarity with regular plural forms) should be rated lower than non-heads with other non-sibilant codas. For L1 English, several studies have disconfirmed this surface-form account (Berent & Pinker, 2007; Cunnings & Clahsen, 2007; Jaensch et al., 2014) . But does it hold for the L2? We examined this question in Experiments 1 and 2. The data from these two experiments showed that ratings of acceptability were not accounted for by superficial phonological properties of the non-head nouns. There was no evidence that L2 learners of either English or German disliked non-head nouns with /s/ or /z/ sibilant-final codas if these codas were not also morphological plurals. In other words, it was the morphological categories related to regularity of inflection that accounted for the results, not the phonological surface form of the non-head constituent. Furthermore, in contrast to the idea that the ban against -s plural non-heads is the result of 'conventions' learned through experience, there are L2 data that provide the same strong poverty-of-stimulus argument that has previously been made for native speakers. Clahsen (1995) observed that a plural form that is 'regular' for the learner -as indicated by patterns of overregularisation -tends to be omitted from the non-head elements of lexical compounds. In plural overregularisations, learners used -s and -n producing forms such as *Grupps (instead of Gruppen 'groups') or *Männen (instead of Männer 'men'). Inside compounds, the same L2 learners reduced -n and -s plurals from nonhead elements while maintaining other plural allomorphs. This indicates that even though the L2 learners' plural forms might be incorrect, the distribution of plurals inside compounds is still native-like in the sense of restricting the regular form in the non-head position. A by-product of this is that in order not to violate the morphological compounding constraint, the L2 learners may actually go against conventions of the input, by producing compounds that are unattested in the German language, e.g. *Zitronetee instead of Zitronentee 'lemon tea' . We conclude that the combined surface-form and statistical-learning account does not explain the plurals-in-compounds effect, neither in the L1 nor the L2.
The Time Course of the Compounding Constraints in the L2
In previous L1 research, the plurals-in-compounds effect has been used to assess competing (serial vs. parallel) models of language processing with respect to the temporal sequencing of different information sources in real-time language comprehension. An eye-tacking-during-reading study (Cunnings & Clahsen, 2007) showed earlier effects for violations of the morphological constraint against regular inflection inside compounds than for violations of the semantic constraint against plural non-heads. In the current study, we examined whether this also applies to L2 processing, and specifically whether grammatical structure is processed earlier than non-structural (semantic) information in the L2.
The results from Experiment 3 (on English) are relevant in this respect. The findings from the L1 control group (Silva et al., 2013) replicate those of Cunnings and Clahsen (2007) , confirming that the morphological constraint influences early stages of L1 processing, both during reading and in spoken language comprehension. By contrast, the temporal sequencing in the L2 group turned out to be different and not native-like. Experiment 3 showed parallel (rather than sequential) effects of the compounding constraints in L2 processing in that participants' eye-gaze changed in response to violations of the morphological constraint at the same time as to violations of the semantic constraint. Interestingly, a direct statistical comparison revealed that the (semantically-based) preference for uninflected (singular) compound modifiers elicited an earlier response in the L2 than in the L1 data. While in the L1 changes of looks to the picture that were consistent with the semantic constraint were seen between 700 ms and 1,000 ms after the onset of the head noun, in the L2 the corresponding changes of looks were found from approximately 200 ms onwards until about 500 ms. In other words, effects of the semantic constraint were earlier in the L2 than in the L1 and delayed relative to those of the morphological constraint within the L1 group. Taken together, these findings suggest that the 'grammar-first' principle which seems to guide the L1 parser in this case does not hold for L2 processing but that the L2 system gives more weight to the semantic compounding constraint.
How can we explain this L1/L2 difference? L1 transfer as a potential source (e.g. Chen, Shu, Liu, Zhao & Li, 2007; Sabourin & Haverkort, 2003) can be excluded in this case -because the semantic constraint does not exist in the learners' L1, German. Likewise overall processing speed with L2 learners being generally slower than native speakers (e.g. McDonald, 2006) can also be ruled out because the semantic-constraint effects were actually found earlier in the L2 than in the L1. Instead, our results on the temporal sequencing of the compounding constraints are consistent with a number of recent studies Felser, Cunnings, Batterham & Clahsen, 2012) supporting Clahsen and Felser's (2006a) Shallow Structure Hypothesis according to which online L2 performance relies more on the non-structural processing route than L1 processing. Late bilinguals seem to over-rely on non-structural information, hence the semantic constraint is applied earlier in L2 than in L1 processing.
Reanalysis in L2 Processing
There are suggestions from previous studies examining ambiguity resolution in L2 sentence processing that late learners are more reluctant to abandon initial misinterpretations than L1 speakers. Roberts and Felser (2011) found, for example, that in temporarily ambiguous sentences like While the band played the song pleased all the customers, L2 readers had considerably more difficulty recovering from the incorrect direct-object misanalysis than native readers; see also Jacob and Felser (in press) for related findings.
Here we examined attachment preferences of double-modifier compounds such as red rat(s) eater in English or grüne Pepperoni(s)fresser in German. We found that although compounds with singular non-heads are structurally ambiguous, both L1 and L2 comprehenders in both English and German preferred the lexical compound interpretation. L1/L2 differences were, however, found for compounds with regular plural non-heads. While this condition yielded a significant increase of the otherwise dispreferred phrasal compound interpretation in both the English and the German L1 participants, the L2 groups (again in both English and German) maintained their preference for the lexical compound reading without any indication that their ultimate interpretations of the compounds were affected by whether the non-head was singular or plural.
One reason for this L1/L2 contrast could be that the -s plural constraint was not available to our L2 participants and that they were therefore not inclined to deviate from the general lexical compound preference. This possibility can be ruled out, however. As pointed out above, the current results clearly demonstrate that our L2 participants are sensitive to this constraint, both in offline judgement and in their eye movements. Instead while the non-native listeners immediately recognized the deviance signal (i.e. the compound-internal regular plural), this was not accompanied by a corresponding revision of their initial analysis, unlike in the L1 group. Additional evidence for this interpretation comes from the eyegaze data of Experiments 3 and 4 in which the L2 participants showed a relatively short-lived increase of looks to the picture depicting the phrasal compound interpretation compared to L1 groups, but otherwise preferred the lexical compound interpretation throughout the remaining time window. These observations indicate that although the L2 participants noticed the -s plural constraint violations -indicated by temporary increases of looks to the phrasal compound picture after encountering regular plural non-heads, the cues were apparently not strong enough to initiate a revision of the initial analysis. A possible reason for this could be that this (normally preferred) lexical compound interpretation is also the structurally simpler one, as it is strictly right-branching, e.g. [red [rat eater]] . Abandoning the lexical compound interpretation in favour of the phrasal one requires positing extra (left-branching) structure, e.g. [[red rat] eater] . From the perspective of the Shallow Structure Hypothesis (Clahsen & Felser, 2006a) , it is conceivable that reanalysis under these circumstances is particularly challenging for non-native speakers.
Conclusion
We presented a large-scale study of the plurals-in-compounds effect in groups of non-native late learners compared to control groups of native speakers. Our study employed four experiments examining both offline judgement and online processing of compounds with different kinds of modifiers in two languages, English and German, both as an L1 and an L2. The non-native speakers showed evidence of the compounding constraints affecting their offline acceptability judgements as well as their online (spoken) language comprehension. Like the native speaker groups, the corresponding L2 groups responded with increased proportions of looks to the phrasal compound picture when hearing a compound with a plural non-head, indicating online sensitivity to the compounding constraints in both L2 German and L2 English. Nevertheless, L2 performance was found to be not quite native-like. While in L1 comprehension the morphological constraint affected earlier stages of processing than the constraint against plural number semantics, there was no such temporal sequencing in the L2 data, with the semantic constraint operating in the L2 earlier than in the L1. Furthermore, we found L1/L2 differences with respect to participants' ultimate interpretations. While a regular plural non-head led native speakers to revise their initially preferred compound interpretations, L2 learners maintained the structurally simpler lexical compound reading as their ultimate interpretation irrespective of the type of non-head. We took these differences as an indication that L2 learners make efficient use of non-structural (e.g. semantic) information during processing while experiencing more difficulty handling complex structural representations than native speakers.
